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WALKING PLANNING FOR BIPED ROBOT HUBOT-1
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Abstract. In this paper, an offline trajectory generation is applied to biped robot HUBOT-1. The
parameters with constraints for foot motions are formulated. The hip and ankle trajectories are
planned. Different foot motions are produced, and the motion which satisfies stable constraints is
chosen for deriving the joint actuators. The simulation is given to show the possibility of the planning
method.

Tóm tắt. Trong bài báo này, phu.o.ng pháp hoa.ch di.nh quỹ da.o offline du.o.. c ú.ng du.ng vào robot hai
chân HUBOT-1. Các thông số cu’a robot vó.i các diè̂u kiê.n ràng buô.c du.o.. c su.’ du.ng dê’ hoa.ch di.nh
quỹ da.o di chuyê’n cu’a bàn chân và hông. Tù. quỹ da.o này các da.ng di chuyê’n bu.́o.c di khác nhau
cu’a robot du.o.. c ta.o ra và các chuyê’n dô.ng này thõa mãn diè̂u kiê.n cân bằng ZMP du.o.. c cho.n. Các
kết qua’ này du.o.. c su.’ du.ng dê’ t́ınh toán dô.ng co. su.’ du.ng. Mô pho’ng cho thấy kha’ năng ú.ng du.ng
cu’a phu.o.ng pháp này trên robot thâ.t.

1. INTRODUCTION

Biped robots have been widely studied by science departments at universities and the in-

dustry for years. The objective of research works is to improve stable mobility and intelligence

of biped robot and make them useful in life. This type of robots can perform heavy or dan-

gerous work previously imposed on humans. Up to now, four advanced typical biped robots

have been presented: ASIMO, HRP-4, Wabian-2R [1] and Johnnie [2]. For the mobility, many

related issues such as stability criterion [3,4] were considered. Some researchers [58] proposed

the methods for deriving the hip trajectory to execute a desired ZMP. The drawback of these

methods is that not all desired ZMP trajectories can be attained and the hip acceleration may

need to be very large.

The ZMP criterion is the most widely accepted and used stability measure for the biped

robot locomotion. To ensure the dynamic stability of this robot, Takanishi et al. have pro-

posed methods of walking pattern synthesis based on zero moment point, which stays within

the convex hull of all contact points between the feet and the ground [9]. Basically, these in-

vestigations first design a desired ZMP trajectory, then derive the hip motion or torso motion

required to achieve that ZMP trajectory. Since the change of the ZMP due to body motion

is limited, not all desired ZMP trajectories can be achieved. In addition, the hip acceleration

may need to be very large to achieve a desired ZMP trajectory. In this case, since the torso is
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relatively massive, energy consumption increases, and control for task execution of the upper

limbs becomes difficult. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain hip motion without first designing

the desired ZMP trajectory [10]. Shih presented a method for producing foot trajectories by

3rd order spline interpolation [11]. When the stability constraint and the ground conditions

are satisfied, it is additionally desirable to select a walking pattern that requires small torque

and velocity of the joint actuators. Huang et al. [10] proposed a method in which the con-

straints of a foot and hip trajectory are formulated and this trajectory is generated by a 3rd

order spline interpolation with high stability by means of an iterative ZMP calculation. Er-

batur et al. [12] proposed a method to obtain naturalness in the walk by using Fourier series

approximation techniques for the solution of LIPM dynamics equations.

Fig. 1. a) Picture of HUBOT b) Model of the biped robot

This paper uses the method proposed in [10] to robot HUBOT-1 for planning walking

patterns in sagittal plane and propose a method of y-trajectory generation based on CoM

trajectory from [12], which includes the ground conditions, dynamic stability constraint, and

relationship between walking patterns and actuator specifications.

This paper is organized as follows. The gait cycle is presented in Section 2. The gait planing

and balanced control used in the simulations is given in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to

simulation results with the generated reference trajectories.

2. GAIT CYCLE

Our biped robot (Fig. 1) consists of an aluminum skeleton with six DOF on one leg: three

DOF in the hip joint, one in the knee, and two in the ankle. The robot should have the same

characteristics in the walking pattern as a human. Therefore the human walking pattern will

be described by gait cycle, the movement of the body by putting each foot in front in turns,

while both feet never leave the ground at the same time.
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The human gait consists of a repeatable cycle which is described by two phases: a double-

support phase (DSP) and a single-support phase (SSP). The cycle start the foot becomes the

rearmost foot leaves the ground and becomes the front foot again. During the double-support

phase, both feet are in contact with the ground. During the single-support phase, while one

foot is stationary on the ground, the other foot swings from the rear to the front. (Fig. 2)

If both foot trajectories and the hip trajectory are known, all joint trajectories of the

biped robot will be determined by kinematic constraints uniquely. When the robot moves

straightforward, the lateral positions of both feet are constant. The lateral hip motion is

consider with y-dimensional for natural walking.

Fig. 2. The human gait cycle

Biped robots are often modeled as inverted pendulums to reduce the complexity of the

mechanical model. A 3D-Linear Inverted Pendulum method is used when the mass of the

robot is assumed to be concentrated in one point. This assumption is justified when the main

body, the head and the arms amount is more than 70% of the total robot mass. HUBOT-1

is not satisfied the above assumption, this is the reason why this method can not be applied.

Instead, the GCoM method is often applied to generate trajectories. The method works by

moving the CoM from one foot to the other one and vice versa. It is a relative simple way

for stable walk, but it makes only possible to walk static and not dynamic gait as a human.

However, this method is suitable for the first test of our biped robots, velocities are very

slow, which makes it easier to follow the individual joints to verify whether they follow the

trajectory.

Fig.3. Geometrical measures of gait
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3. GAIT PLANNING

This strategy of gait in sagittal plane is totally based on [10] for the comprehensive analysis

in general case of ground condition, obstacle-filled environment; but in lateral plane, hip

motion in y-dimensional based on CoM trajectory from [12], the gait planning is summarized

as the followings:

For a sagittal plane, each foot trajectory can be denoted by a vector as follows:

Xa = [xa(t), za(t), θa(t)]
T (1)

where

(xa(t), za(t)) : the coordinate of the ankle position

θa(t) : the angle of the foot.

The hip trajectory in three dimensional can be denoted by a vector:

Xh = [xh(t), yh(t), zh(t), θh(t)]T (2)

(xh(t), yh(t), zh(t)) : the coordinate of the hip position

θh(t) : the angle of the hip.

Fig. 4. Walking parameters [10]

In order to enable the robot to adapt to various ground conditions, we must first specify

both foot trajectories, and then determine the hip trajectory.

3.1 Foot Trajectory

Assuming that the period necessary for one walking step is TC , the time of the step is from

kTC to (k + 1)TC , k = 1, 2, .., k, k is the number of steps. To simplify our analysis, we define
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the walking step to begin with the heel of the right foot leaving the ground at t = kTC , and

to end with the heel of the right foot making first contact with the ground at t = (k + 1)TC .

In this paper, the feet are always level with the ground, that means, the foot angle is always

zero for the simplicity, though it is not the case for natural human locomotion and aesthetics

and high-speed walking.

Assuming that the entire sole surface of the right foot is in contact with the ground at

t = kTC and t = (k + 1)TC, we get the following constraints:

θa(t) =





qgs(k), t = kTc

qb, t = kTc + Td

−qf , t = (k + 1)Tc

−qge(k), t = (k + 1)Tc + Td

(3)

where

Td : the interval of the double-support phase

qgs(k) qge(k) : the angles of the ground surface under the support foot.

qb : the angle of foot as it leaves the ground

qf : the angle of foot as it lands on the ground

Letting (Lao, Hao) be the position of the highest point of the swing foot (Fig. 4), from (1)

and the kinematic constraints, the following constraints must be satisfied:

xa(t) =





kDs, t = kTc

kDs + lan sin qb + laf(1 − cos qb), t = kTc + Td

kDs + Lao, t = kTc + Tm

(k + 2)Ds − lan sin qf − lab(1− cos qf ), t = (k + 1)Tc

(k + 2)Ds, t = (k + 1)Tc + Td

(4)

where

k : number of step

Tc : step period

Td : the interval of the double-support phase

kTc + Tm : the time of right foot at its highest point

Ds : the length of one step

lan : the height of the foot

laf : the length from the ankle joint to the toe

lab : the length from the ankle joint to the heel

za(t) =





hgs(k) + lan, t = kTc

hgs(k) + laf sin qb + lan cos qb, t = kTc + Td

Hao, t = kTc + Tm

hge(k) + lab sin qf + lan cos qf , t = (k + 1)Tc

hge(k) + lan, t = (k + 1)Tc + Td

(5)

Since the entire sole surface of the right foot is in contact with the ground at and , the

following derivative constraints must be satisfied:
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{
θ̇a(kTc) = 0
θ̇a((k + 1)Tc + Td) = 0

(6)

{
ẋa(kTc) = 0
ẋa((k + 1)Tc + Td) = 0

(7)

{ .
xa(kTc) = 0
.

xa((k + 1)Tc + Td) = 0
(8)

To generate a smooth trajectory, it is necessary that the first derivative (velocity) terms

ẋa(t) , ża(t) ,and θ̇a(t) be differential, the second derivative (acceleration) terms ẍa(t),z̈a(t)
and θ̈a(t) be continuous at all, including all breakpoints, t = kTC , kTC + Td, kTC + Tm, (k +
1)TC , (k + 1)TC + Td.

The constraints (3)(8) make the computation difficult to archive using polynomial inter-

polation, so the foot trajectory can be derived by third-order spline interpolation. In this

case xa(t), za(t) and θa(t) are characterized by third-order polynomial expressions, and the

second derivatives ẍa(t), z̈a(t), and θ̈a(t) are always continuous. By varying the values of con-

straint parameters qgs(k), qge(k), hgs(k), hge(k), qb, qf , Hao and Lao, we can produce different

foot trajectories.

3.2. Hip Trajectory

The hip motion of the steady phase is determined in 3D space. The hip motion of the

starting phase and the ending phase can be obtained similarly.

First, there is no waist joint in this case, and θh(t) is constant:

θh(t) = 0.5π rad (9)

Second, hip motion zh(t) of hardly affects the position of the ZMP. Assuming that the hip

is at its highest position Hhmax at the middle of the single-support phase and at its lowest

position Hhmin at the middle of the double-support phase:

zh(t) =





Hhmin, t = kTc + 0.5Td

Hhmax, t = kTc + 0.5(Tc − Td)
Hhmin, t = (k + 1)Tc + 0.5Td,

(10)

the change of xh(t) and yh(t) is the main factor that affects the stability of a biped robot

walking. In this paper,yh(t) is determined from natural CoM references presented in [12]

yh(t) =
a0

2
+

∞∑

k=1

[
ak cos

(
2πkt

2Tc

)
+ bk sin

(
2πkt

2Tc

)]
, (11)

the Fourier coefficients of yh(t) can be obtained as
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a0 = 0,
ak = 0,

bk =
2ATc

2ω2
n(1− coskπ)

kπ
(
Tc

2ω2
n + k2π2

) , k = 1, 2, 3, ...,

ωn =
√

g/zc.

(12)

In this equation,A is the distance between the foot centers in the y-directional, g is the

gravity constant (9.8 m/s2) and zc is the height of the plane on which the motion of the point

mass is constrained, with this robot model zc is chosen equal zh .

Fourth, xh(t) must satisfy

xh(t) =





kDs + xed, t = kTc,

(k + 1) Ds − xsd, t = kTc + Td,
(k + 1) Ds + xed, t = (k + 1)Tc.

(13)

To obtain a smooth periodic xh(t) of the steady phase using third-order spline interpola-

tion, the following derivative constraints must satisfy:
{

ẋh(kTc) = ẋh(kTc + Tc),
ẍh(kTc) = ẍh(kTc + Tc).

(14)

xsd and xed are hip parameters and changed for the body stability. The values xsd and xed

are specified within a fixed range to get a series of smooth xh(t) as follows:

{
0.0 < xsd < 0.5Ds

0.0 < xed < 0.5Ds
(15)

A smooth trajectory xh(t) with the largest stability margin can be formulated as follows:

max
xed∈(0,0.5Ds);xsd∈(0,0.5Ds)

dzmp(xsd, xed) (16)

where dzmp(xsd, xed) denotes the stability margin.

3.3. Balanced control

Vukobratovics ZMP criterion [13] is used for balance control in this simulation. If the ZMP

is within the convex hull of all contact points (the stable region), the biped robot is able to

walk.

The ZMP can be calculated by using Newtons law from Robot Motion as:

xZMP =
∑n

i=1 mi(z̈i + gz)xi −
∑n

i=1 miẍizi −
∑n

i=1 Ii,yω̇i,y∑n
i=1 mi(z̈i + gz)

(17)

yZMP =
∑n

i=1 mi(z̈i + gz)yi −
∑n

i=1 miÿizi +
∑n

i=1 Ii,xω̇i,x∑n
i=1 mi(z̈i + gz)

(18)

where n is number of links,mi : mass of link i,Iix, Iiy is the inertia components of link

i,ωix, ωiy : the absolute angular velocity components around x-axis and y-axis at center of
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gravity of link i,gz is the gravitational acceleration, (xi, yi, zi) is the coordinate of the mass

center of link i on origin coordinate system.

Fig. 5. Algorithm for planning walking patterns [10]

4. SIMULATION RESULT

The control strategy in this research is offline motion planning, the walking trajectories

are calculated beforehand using an external computer and then implemented on the robot as

functions describing the trajectories. The motor control algorithm is a simple one based on

independent joint PID position controllers.

The parameters of the biped robot are set according to Table 1. The walking speed is

0.2 m/s with the step length of 0.2m/step and the step period of 1s/step. To reduce the

complexity, the motion planning is at first designed to make the robot walk flat footed, the

heel strike and toe off phases can be implemented when the robot is capable of performing

this simplified gait. Therefore, level-ground walking condition are as follows:

qgs(k) = 0rad, qge(k) = 0rad, hgs(k) = 0rad, hge(k) = 0rad. The position of the highest

point of the swing foot (Lao, Hao) = (0.1, 0.1)m. Distance between the foot centers in the
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Table 1. Robot parameters (Link of robot in Fig.1b)

Weight of Link (kg) Inertia tensor of Link (kg.cm2)
m1 3.73 I1 [70 0.8 -2.4; 0.8 51 -14.2; -2.4 -14.2 30]

m2 = m8 1.73 I2 = I8 [70 0.8 -2.4; 8 51 -4.2; -2.4 -14.2 30]
m2 = m9 0.61 I3 = I9 [27 0 0.1; 0 4.8 0; 0.1 0 4]
m2 = m10 1.79 I4 = I10 [89.6 -4.9 -21; -4.9 53.7 33.2; -2.1 33.2 90.5]
m5 = m11 1.62 I5 = I11 [57.7 -1 1.1; -0.1 31.6 -20.5 ;1.1 -20.5 58.3]
m6 = m12 1.62 I6 = I12 [55.9 0.4 -1.8; 0.4 53.2 -0.9; -1.8 -0.9 17.9]
m7 = m13 3.88 I7 = I13 [120 -19.3 1; -19.3 174.7 14.7;1 14.7 89.3]

y-directional A = 0.25m. In the simulation, the interval of the double-support phase in human

locomotion is about 20% as the initial value, and this value is varied until the body reaches

the walking speed as desired. Highest position Hhmax equal lowest position Hhmax = Hhmin =
0.47m. Other parameter: lan = 0.074m, lab = 0.044, laf = 0.158, length of thigh: 0.253m,

length of shank: 0.195m, length of body: 0.5m.

The hip trajectory is shown in Fig. 6. The ankle trajectory of the left and the right in X

coordinate and Z coordinate are shown in Fig. 7-8, respectively. The hip velocity is shown

in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the hip and ankle trajectories are smooth enough. The ZMP

trajectory that satisfies the largest margin is shown in Fig. 10. The full body motions of the

robot in Fig. 9 showed the effectiveness of the simulation as desired. It can be seen that both

feet leave and land on the ground with the desired angles of flat-footed walking.

Based on the chosen walking gait, it is also possible to select a walking pattern requiring

small specifications of the joint actuators. The joint torques of the right leg are shown in

Fig.13 for pitch hip, Fig. 15 for pitch knee, and 16 for pitch ankle. Also, kinematic model

for finding the corresponding the left joint angles of hip, knee are shown in Figs. 12, and 14,

respectively. Other simulation result isn’t present in here. The trajectories are smooth enough

for joint control. The gait trajectory planning and simulation interface using Matlab is shown

in Fig. 17.

Fig.6. Hip trajectory Fig.7. Ankle trajectory in X coordinates system
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Fig. 8. Ankle trajectory in Z coordinates system Fig. 9. Hip velocity

Fig. 10: ZMP trajectory a) in X coordinates system b) in Y coordinates system.

Fig.11. Full body trajectory Fig.12. Pitch joint trajectory of right hip

Through the simulation, it is known that a high foot requires large peak torque and velocity

of almost all the joints; that is to say, the higher the swing foot lifts, the larger the energy

required to drive the joint is. In addition, the case of the low hip makes the robot walking

faster than the case of high hip position.
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Fig.13. Pitch joint torque of right hip Fig.14. Right knee joint trajectory

Fig.15. Right knee joint torque Fig.16. Pitch joint torque of right ankle

a) b)

Fig.17. Simulation interface of HUBOT-1

a) The gait trajectory planning and simulation; b) The dynamic simulation using Matlab-

Simulink.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the off-line method based on [10] for planning walking patterns has been

applied to our biped robot HUBOT-1 in sagittal plane. Hip motion in y-dimensional is based

on CoM trajectory from [12]. Human-like walking patterns is realized by analyzing human

walk and then set the desired step length, foot angle, etc. according to this. The hip and

ankle trajectories are planned according to the parameters of the robot and the ground condi-

tions. Different foot motions are produced, and the motion which satisfies stable constraints

is chosen for deriving the joint actuators. Simulation results have shown the walking planning

successfully enables a stable bipedal walk without a fall.
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